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Season 1, Episode 27
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Episode 27



The Pit is being driven to the brink. The fight between the Koçovalı’s and Vartolu is now continuing between İdris Koçovalı and Vartolu. While Vartolu is making moves to get The Pit he takes the big hit from İdris Koçovalı. İdris has decided to arrange Saadet’s marriage and invites everyone in the middle of the neighborhood. In the meantime, Yamaç is trying to keep the balance between Vartolu and his father and solve their problems with Sena. But unspoken secrets will cause them to fall apart. On the other hand, we will breathlessly wait to see the consequences of Selim’s decision to collaborate with Emrah, Nazım and Vartolu and where it will lead The Pit.
Quest roles:
Çağrı Atakan(Remzi), Alperen Duymaz(Emrah)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 April 2018, 00:00
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